
My 2016 plans to be out testing in a Graham Brunton Racing run Formula Ford got off to a very 
encouraging start at the first test of the year at Knockhill Circuit in February.  Unfortunately at the second 
test day a few weeks later our engine was damaged beyond repair and without a spare engine to use it 
was to be the end of my Formula Ford testing for the foreseeable future.

I still had my KZ gearbox kart which, although I wouldn’t be old enough to race it throughout 2016, I was 
able to test in to keep myself driving something. I was allowed to take part in the test day prior to race day 
on kart racing weekends driving my KZ and this helped some way to keeping me sharp behind the wheel.
II also had my simulator set up at home and I spent countless hours on this, as I still do, pounding round 
tracks in the simulators software version of a Formula Ford.

2016 was a very frustrating year for me as we weren’t in a position to replace the damaged Formula Ford 
engine and also the car we had been using was now hired out to another driver able to compete at 
weekends.  I was also proving to be faster than any of the other KZ kart drivers I was out testing with but 
being unable to race on the Sunday race days.

II didn’t want to go back and compete in the karting class I had come out of in 2015 as my focus was now 
totally on getting into single seater car racing somehow.

In the latter part of 2016 we were in talks with a couple of people about backing for 2017 and were very 
hopeful of a deal to enable me to compete in the Scottish and National Formula Ford Championships.  
Unfortunately our plans came to nothing at quite a late stage and things were not looking good for this 
year.

ThatsThats when Graham Brunton and Phil Hooker came to the rescue.  Graham knew that Phil wasn’t going 
to be using his Ray GR14 this year and on telling him about my situation Phil unbelievably offered me his 
car to use for 2017.

We have had a number of mechanical issues with the car since we started testing in February.  Possibly 
as a result of the car laying unused throughout 2016. From a driving point of view I immediately felt 
comfortable in the car and in total control. Something that in hindsight I realise I wasn’t at the beginning of 
last year.

AA last minute decision to travel down to test at Oulton Park, with my team mates who where competing in 
the National Championship, proved to be a huge boost and I was immediately turning in fast lap times at 
a circuit I’d never seen.

Everyone was really pleased with how my first race meeting went at Knockhill in April. 2017 is proving to 
be one of the most competitive years in Scotland that people can remember so I was delighted to finish 
6th in my first race and to be turning in laps that were just under a second from the quickest and more 
experienced drivers.

TheThe May race meeting proved to be a bit of a low point as my car suffered with brake problems most of 
the weekend along with my engine which seemed to be down on power compared to the other cars on 
track and I was losing out very noticeably up the straights and out of the corners. Changing the master 
cylinders on race day sorted out the brake issues which at least allowed me to compete but I found myself 
battling away at the tail of the field.
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I left Knockhill feeling very down about things. I knew I was driving really well but just not able to compete 
further up the grid. I was relieved when my engine went down to the engine builders and they found quite 
a serious issue with it that meant it was well down on power.

With the engine back from the builders and in the car I was really up for the next meeting in June which 
also happened to be a round of the Britcover National Championship.  It was decided that I would enter 
the National rounds as well as the Scottish races to get much needed extra seat time in the car.

StraightStraight away the car and engine felt great with a noticeable improvement in power but more noticeably 
the engine made the car easier to drive on the limit. Friday testing saw me within several tenths of the 
fastest guys in both the National and Scottish sessions. This continued into Saturday  and I set my 
quickest ever time in qualifying for the Scottish races.  Electrical gremlins set in after that and I was only 
able to complete the necessary 3 laps required in National qualifying to be on the grid. The team changed 
various things on the car throughout the day but in each of Saturdays two races I had to retire the car with 
an engine/electrical problem.

TheThe team along with Gavin Ray of Ray Racecars worked tirelessly into Saturday evening to change the 
wiring loom along with other parts to try and rectify the problems.

I arrived at the track on Sunday morning to find the team confident that they had sorted the issues with the 
car and it was all good to go.

Because of Saturdays problems I started the first National race down in 20th.  A storming drive saw me 
up to 12th when I was tipped into a spin at the hairpin and out of the race.

TheThe next race was a Scottish race and again though starting near the back because of Saturday I charged 
through to finish 6th.  Lap times were coming down too each time I got in the car.
The final National race had me starting from the back of the 27 car grid because of my non finish in the 
previous race. Again, a hard charging drive saw me come through to finish 10th and having made up more 
places than anyone else.

The final Scottish race turned out to be the icing on the cake. I started 6th and after initially falling back a The final Scottish race turned out to be the icing on the cake. I started 6th and after initially falling back a 
couple of places at the start I was soon through into 4th, setting the fastest race lap at that point,  and on 
to the tail of my team mate in 3rd. A couple of small mistakes saw me slip back a place. Just as I was about 
to make a move to take back 4th place the two leaders had a big coming together in front of me which 
allowed me through to finish 3rd and take my first podium.  And being the David Leslie Memorial Race it 
made it all the more special.   

MyMy lap times are now within a couple of tenths off the very fastest too which all points towards my pace 
and race craft moving me ever closer to competing at the front over the next few races.

As I write this update I am now preparing myself for the upcoming next round of the Scottish Formula Ford 
Championship in July and can hardly wait to get back out and continue on from the great results in June.


